
 

This year at camp we have theme nights. This is a chance for your camper to dress up to fit the silly and fun 
theme for the night of camp. This is not a requirement, but how fun is it when we all get dressed up? Theme 
nights are described as very optional. The interpretation is up to the camper, there is no wrong way to do theme 
nights.  
 
Theme Nights are a fun way to add a little more excitement to each night. Sometimes it is related to our evening 
games and other times it is just for fun. Theme Night - dressing up - is completely optional. Our staff will be 
wearing their staff shirt (makes them easily identifiable), but you better believe they will have a hat or something 
to get into the theme! We have added below a brief and vague description of our theme and some examples, 
but get creative and go overboard or do the minimum… all campers are different! Don’t stress out over the 
theme, just have fun with it. 
 
As with everything we do, please keep theme nights appropriate. 

WEEK 3 • PATHFINDER 

Sunday: And it was all Yellow 
Yellow is the most luminous of all the colors of the spectrum. It's the color of happiness, and optimism, of 
enlightenment and creativity, and sunshine. AND of course the color of our favorite meal here at Glen Lake 
Camp! Prepare yourself for the first of its kind - YELLOW GAMES! Dress in yellow or don’t. Either way, wear your 
yellow and look how they shine for you. And it was all yellow.  
Example: a yellow bandana, a yellow shirt, a banana costume, etc…  

Monday: Underwater Luau 
Going for a dip? Of course you will have your swimsuit, but what else do you need under the water. Luau is just a 
traditional Hawaiian party. Is a grass skirt your thing? Put on the flower necklace and board shorts and let’s party!  
Example: a Lei, grass skirts, Hawaiian shirts, etc… 

Tuesday: Business Casual  
Less formal than traditional business wear, but still intended to give a professional look. But what is your 
profession? Let’s face it, jobs look different now a days. Some work in an office and others still wear their PJs while 
on a Zoom call. Dress to your future career.  
Example: Dress like your future profession or just come in business caszzz… 

Wednesday: The 12 Days of Camp-mas 
Ho, Ho, Ho! Break out your red and green and everything in between, Christmas is coming to camp. Wear your 
favorite Christmas sweater, decorate yourself with ornaments, and hold onto your antlers, because you are in for 
a crazy camp Christmas. Merry Camp-mas! 
Example: Christmas clothes, Santa hat, ugly Christmas t-shirts (remember it is the middle of the summer), etc. 

Thursday: Just Vibin’ 
A favorite among Pathfinder Campers over the years! Pull out those bright colors. What is the brightest thing you 
can wear. We want to be seen for miles. Tonight is about being seen in the dark! Flashbacks to early 90s and late 
80s neon wear!  
Example: Neon clothes, headbands, those little neon butterfly clips…, glow in the dark, anything that lights up. 
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